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occasional cyclonic storms appear to originate, or by which a feeble passing cyclone is strengthened. Also many start over northwestern Australia.
Of course, entire continents show low average pressure during summer and high during winter, while in each case the opposite condition applies to the oceans. Such conditions, however, are not productive of storms, because the areas involved are hypercyclonic in size—so large, in fact, that they only modify the general or planetary circulation, without producing local disturbances within it. Neither do temperature contrasts, between areas that are very small in comparison with that of the average cyclone, produce extensive precipitation, but mere local disturbances quickly smoothed out by the general circulation, or, at most, only thunder showers. In short, for the development of cyclones by temperature contrasts, the warm area must be neither too large nor too small, neither continental in extent nor, in size, a mere island or bay.
Mechanical.—The mechanical "low" is divisible into two classes: (1) permanent—in reality not a cyclone at all in the ordinary sense of a low center with enclosing isobars—and (2) migratory—the characteristic cyclone of middle latitudes. In the first class, certainly, and presumably in the second also, the low pressure is rather the result than the cause of the associated winds. Indeed, in the case of any steady wind, except those near the surface, or close to the equator, its sustaining force (force in its direction) is small, in comparison with the deflective force at right angles to its path, due to the rotation of the earth.
Permanent.—There are two well-developed, permanent lows of this type (mechanical) and also an imperfectly developed third. These are: (a) the equatorial low, which roughly follows the equator through its entire course, due partly to the relatively high temperature of this belt (to that extent an insolational "low") and partly to the right and left deflective forces of the westward winds of the northern and southern hemispheres, respectively; (6) the Antarctic trough, encircling Antarctica generally between 60° and 70° S. and having an annual average pressure of about 740 mm., mechanically sustained jointly by the northward pressure of the swift west winds over the oceans and the southward pressure of the east to west component of the vigorous southeast air drainage or fallwinds of Antarctica; (c) the Arctic trough, irregular in outline and intensity and apparently only fragmentary.
Migratory.—The great majority of extratropical cyclonic storms are migratory, and apparently originate either by breaking off from or in some manner being induced by the semipermanent and insolation lows, or by somehow forming at almost any other place, especially along the more frequented storm paths. The genesis, development, and detailed structure of these storms have been the subjects of many studies and speculations. Nevertheless, they are still imperfectly understood, and,

